Abstract-With the explosive growth of internet, there are a big amount of data being collected in terms of text document, that attracts many researchers in text mining. Traditional data mining methods are found to be trapped while dealing with the scale of text data. Such large scale data can be handled by using parallel computing frameworks such as: Hadoop and MapRedue etc. However, they are also not away from challenges.On the other hand, Naive Bayes (NB) and its variant Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) plays an important role in text mining for their simplicity and robustness but if anything or everything from number of words, documents and labels go beyond the linear scaling, then MNB is intractable and will soon be out of memory while dealing in a single computer. Looking into the high dimensional sparse nature of the documents in text datasets, a scalable sparse generative Naive Bayes (SGNB) classifier is also proposed to develop a good text classification model. Unlike parallelization, SGNB reduces the time complexity non-linearly and hence expected to provide best results. In this paper, an efficient Lovins stemmer in combination with snowball based stopword calculation and word tokenizer is proposed for text pre-processing. The extensive experiments conducted on publicly available very well known text datasets opines the effectiveness of the proposed approach in terms of accuracy, F-score and time in comparison to many baseline methods available in the recent literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval (IR) [1] referred to as current science of searching for documents, meta data about the documents from the internet and extracting the information from them. The example include but not limited to: Google, PUBMED central and Alta vista etc. Due to the huge access of internet, digital world enables us to collect lots of digital information in a text database. Text mining seems to be a branch of Data mining in which unstructured or semi-structured text data are used for discovery of the knowledge hidden within the text. Due to its complexity in processing, it has attracted many a researchers for carrying out further research in this field. The most important job in the text mining is text classification, where word of text are considered to be the features. Text categorization, at the same time is also another methodology in text mining frequently used as a part natural language processing system, used to assign subject categories to the text documents and to filter text, for better classification results [2] .
Information retrieval (IR) is centered with prime objective of automatically analyzing the documents for extraction of valuable information as per the need of the user. This process may be thought of in two steps that includes: Tokenization as a process where character streams are chopped into tokens and then linguistic preprocessing methods where equivalence of classes tokens as a set of terms that are indexed. Linguistic preprocessing methods include Stemming, lemmatization and stop word removal to name a few.
In the context of generally speaking English text, individual English words are called as a token. More specifically, token may be an instance of character sequence in a document. Tokenization is a process of adding white space or throwing away of punctuation characters or else using some non-alphanumerical characters as delimiters between the token. In this, a "type" is a class of all token containing the same sequence of characters where as "term" is a normalized type that is indexed in the IR system directory. The example of a tokenization process is illustrated below:
If the searching of a phrase is done, then stop lists may have some adverse effects on the system's performance.
In IR, information not only addresses direct questions (i.e. what is stemming?), but also to perform a document search for obtaining terms or set of terms inside the document (otherwise known as stemming) or else to complete an abstract search to find an ambiguous word (computer program to search the root of the words, in this case). Hence, a stemming program (or a stemmer) with its evolution in computer science since 1960's, is intended to obtain the stem of a word i.e. morphological root by removing the affixes containing the grammatical and lexical information about the word [4] . In some cases, it is always sufficient to see that related words falls in a same stem even though the stem itself is not in a valid root. It is worth noting here that the words with the same stem are synonymous, to most of the search engines through a process of query expansion called conflation. For the root word "cat", the English Stemmer may identify strings "catlike", "catwalk" etc., however the words like, "important" and "Imported", reduce to the stem "import". Here, the stem is neither a word nor a root in itself.
The large features available in text classification demands suitable feature selection techniques to address the curse of dimensionality problem without sacrificing the essence of the original text data [3] . Apart from the high dimensionality problem, the text mining is characterized to have class imbalance problem with high class skew. In this scenario, with 1% of the training dataset of positive class, the classifier can provide 99% classification accuracy by predicting the rest of the cases for the negative class.
In text mining, it is also observed that the training data is very small where the person's judgment is needed to determine the interest level or topic level and hence, there are always a chance of having very few common word and very large rare words in the dataset, which poses challenges in classification task.
The goal of this paper is to put some inside on the effectiveness of tokenization, stemming and stop word removal strategy for making a good information retrieval process suitable for better text classification.
Naive Bayes classifier is one of the most popularly used classifier in text mining applications for its simplicity yet make strong independence probabilistic assumptions. Further, it is computationally intensive both in terms of memory and CPU usage and importantly, takes a small amount of training data to make useful predictions. It is also opined that the Naive Bayes classifier outperforms many well established classifier such as: AdaBoost, Random forest and Support vector machines etc. [5] .
Even though it has many attractiveness, still there are some issues to be addressed by using Naive Bayes (NB). It is also proved [6] that despite providing low quality probability estimates and hence over estimating the probability of selected class thereto, Naive Bayes still considered to be an most accurate classifier for decision making until we are not intended to predict actual probabilities most accurately.
The main motivation in using the NB is due to its efficiency, however, the conditional independence assumption do not hold good for text classification. Also, it does not provide best accuracy over the others, but it may be well suited in applications where many important attributes of the datasets combinedly produces a best result. More importantly, it is robust to noisy attributes and deals with ease for data contains some gradual change process as a concept drift situations. Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB), an improvement over NB is another option to deal with text mining, but it may be intractable if the text documents are nonlinear in scale.
Hence, a variant of NB such as Sparse generative Naive Byes as a scalable ones, are proposed to check the effectiveness of the classifier when there are large amount of training data are present to make better predictions as opposed to the smaller training data as in the general NB and MNB model cases. At the same time, it is to investigate, whether this variant can effectively address the robustness of the classifier to concept drift situations in text mining application in a better way or not.
In this paper, a novel Iterated Lovins Stemmer, Rainbow Stop words and Word Tokenizer based Information Retrieval approach in combination with sparse generative Naive Bayes classification model is proposed for developing an efficient text mining model.
Motivation
The motivation behind exploring the effectiveness of the information retrieval based Sparse generative Naive Bayes model for text classification is to perform sentiment analysis, text mining and/or opinion mining with improvements to move a step forward towards natural language processing research. It aims at not only improve upon the time complexity but also to avoid space complexity as was in the case of generative naive Bayes (NB and MNB).
Objective of the research
The main objective of this research centered at to predict the sentiment of the users in different scenarios. Even though, lots of people tried doing research in this interesting area, the Scalability issues are yet to be explored to its fullest extent. This paper proposes an efficient text pre-processing approach with SGNB classifier to obtain better results in sentiment detection and classification. Our proposed approach consists of four stages: Pre-processing with selection of suitable tokenizer, stemming, a proper stemmer and an efficient stop word removal method, followed by a novel SGNB classifier for text mining purposes.
Contributions
In this paper, we provide the following contributions:
 Perform the most suitable pre-processing techniques to make the text datasets ready for feature selection, to address the curse of dimensionality.  Identify the most appropriate feature selection algorithms to select the best features, removing the redundant ones  Application of novel supervised learning algorithm-SGNB for text classification, in order to address the time complexity of the Naive Bayes models  Compare the text classification results for the a collection data set with the other state of the art research available in the web.
II. RELATED WORK
In Ref. [7] , the author proposes to use a novel unsupervised dependency parsing-based text classification method for sentiment prediction from text messages with tweets and reviews. Sentiment analysis problem comprises of sentiment identification to identify the subjective features in text followed by classification to classify the sentiment as positive, negative or neutral [8] . The authors in Ref. [9] proposes to use Naive Bayes, Max Entropy, and Support Vector Machine algorithms on twitter data streams and then provided a good survey on machine learning based and lexicon based approach for sentiment analysis with evaluation metric, its challenges and possible solutions.
Three-way model such as: Uni-gram model, a feature based model and a tree kernel based model is developed by [10] for sentiments analysis. They concluded that the tree kernel based method performs better than the other two, saying that combination of part of speech tags (POS) of polarity of words Apriori may play a bigger role in enhancing the performance of the classifier. In Ref. [11] , the author uses Uni-gram Naive Bayes model on Twitter data classification after eliminating the irrelevant attributes (or features)using mutual information and chisquare as feature extraction method. K-nearest neighbor along with twitter-user defined hash tags are used for sentiment analysis [12] . In Ref. [13] , it is proposed by the authors to use ensemble of classifiers by using fixed combination, weighted combination and meta classifier combination approaches with feature space (Part-ofspeech information and Word relations) and classifiers such as: NB, Maximum Entropy and Support Vector Machines). They concluded that their proposed approach generates better accuracy.
The authors [14] advocated for the usefulness of the Naive Bayes for today's large and sparse dataset with lots of missing values. They detailed about the convergence property of the Naive Bayes with their AUC (Area under the Curve) and given an impression about the NB linear behavior in time and space complexity with the size of the non-missing values. The authors [15] provided good survey on the effectiveness of different Naive Bayes model on the authorship attribution in Arabic text. They concluded that Multi-variant Bernoulli naive Bayes (MBNB) model provides the best accuracy of 97.43% in comparison to all other variants.
A simple dictionary based stop-word removal algorithm for implementation in Sanskrit language [16] . They tested their approach over various Sanskrit corpora available and found that stopword removal improves the indexing, thus accuracy is high and envisioned of getting much better result if segmentation of Sanskrit word shall be followed in future.
In Ref. [17] , the authors used wordnet with word sense disambiguation techniques applied into neuters 21578 and 20 Newsgroup datasets to determine the correct sense, but concluded that their approach need to be improved further for proper identification of synonym and hyponym sysnsets.
The authors [18] presented a good review on the usefulness of light stemmer with their intention of use in the information retrieval process and finally, discussed their effectiveness in terms of precision and recall.
A recurrent Convolutional neural network for text classification and provided its suitability over the traditional approaches in most of the datasets they used. They used both English and Chinese text datasets for classification with various taxonomy in terms of topic classification,sentiment classification and writing style classification [19] . In Ref. [20] , the authors evaluated the performance of ten filter based feature subset selection strategy along with four diverse classifier, applied on high dimensional micro blog tweet datasets for better sentiment classifications. Next, they confirmed by their simulation results and validation by statistical methods that the reduced feature size of 75 to 200 provides enhanced accuracy in comparison to no feature selection at all and if the feature size reduced to 50, then there is no change in the accuracy further.
A novel associative classifier for text classification for obtaining high readability and best accuracy, in comparison other approaches [21] . The authors [22] proposed genetic algorithm based feature selection for high dimensional text dataset classification with F1 score measure using SVM, MaxEnt and SGD classification algorithms for their efficiency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 describes about the proposed methodology followed by details on dataset used in Section 4. While Section 5 discusses about the experimental setup, the experimental findings are provided in Section 6. Finally, conclusion with future scope of work is presented in Section 7. 
A. Stages of Information Retrieval
There are three stages of Information retrieval process that includes: tokenization, stemming and stop word removal.
A.1. Tokenization
Being an integral part of the information retrieval process, tokenization is a pre-processing step to generate respective tokens from a given documents. The identified words, numbers and other characters in a text document are called as tokens and the segregation of them results tokenization.
In sentence tokenization, the document texts are separated into individual sentences where as in word tokenization, the texts are broken into chunks of word. The advantages of using tokenization in information retrieval are many fold: first, it can provide a reduced search and second in effective use of reduced storage space [28] .
Porter tokenization algorithm is well established method in information retrieval system, but it presents poor accuracy during the token identification [29] .
The tokenization process involves in three phases. At first, words are extracted from the document while stop words like: the, as, of, and, or, to etc., and special characters like: @, !, &, %, # etc., which do not play any vital role in information retrieval process are to be removed. This infrequent word and letter removal enhances the effectiveness and efficiency of the process with reduced indexing file size. Then, stemming is applied to further enhance the accuracy of the process followed by frequency count of each word at last.
For example, the text information in a document is like " This is an information retrieval paper and it is popularly used in text mining applications. The name of the project is IRTM. In this project, a team of 5 members present". Now, when this text document is passed through tokenization process, then the output generates with the words and numbers are separated from others and finally, produces their frequency count shown in angular braces < >. this is illustrated below.
Input: " This is an information retrieval paper and it is popularly used in text mining applications. The name of the project is IRTM. In this project, a team of 5 members present"
Since, tokenization process finds the distinct keywords and count their frequency, it plays a vital role in probabilistic information retrieval process for achieving better results.
A.2. Stemming
Stemming is the process of removing prefixes and suffixes from the words, thereby seems to be imperative in the information retrieval process. Further, this is considered to determine the stem of the word with word stem as main component while removing the elements like: tense, case, gender, person etc., those indicate the plurality. For example: Consider a case of searching for a document titled "How to celebrate" with a query "celebration" may result nothing in the search space. Now, with the usage of stemming process in the search query, the "celebration" may be stemmed to "celebrate" for making retrieval process becomes successful. Hence, in information retrieval, the stemming is seen as a preprocessing step which increases the reliable improvement of retrieved documents by 10 to 50 times [23] . It is worth noting here that high precision stemmer is needed while dealing with word order and information carrying affixes such as: part of speech, plurality and tense etc., for development of a sophisticated question/ answer information system. Even though, there are some limitations pointed out by the authors [23, 24] , still Porter stemmer is the most widely used stemming algorithm [25] where a set of rules are applied iteratively to remove the suffixes from the word till no rules remain to be applied further.
The important disadvantage of Porter stemming algorithm lies in complete ignorance of the prefixes, so that "understood" and "misunderstood" are considered to be unrelated tokens. Further, the Porter stemmer can conflate words with different senses or meaning like: "several" becomes "sever" and "continuation" becomes "cont".
The Lovins stemmer [26] is faster and more aggressive than Porter stemmer for stemming English words, with no rule iterations has a larger set of suffixes, where each suffix may include multiple morphemes, for better stemming performance, but still it is not away from drawbacks of over conflation and non-word stem. To compare, it can be found that Lovins stemmer maps two words to the same stem but may result in wrong interpretations like: "neurologist" and "neurology" maps to a same stem "neurolog". At the same time, Porter stemmer map the two words to two different stems as "neurologi" and "neurologist". Further, Porter stemmer maps correctly "Police" and "policy" to "polic" and "polici", but incorrectly stemmed to "polic" by lovins stemmer.
In order to minimize the difficulties encountered by Lovins stemmer, a more aggressive Iterated Lovins stemmer [27] "beautiful", Lovins Stemmer generates "beauti" as output in the first time of experiment. Second time, with "beauti" as input, the Lovins Stemmer will produce "beau" as output and the process continues till there is no further changes in the word stem. Hence, for this, the iterated Lovins Stemmer produces "beau" as output for input "beautiful", which increases the aggressiveness of the stemmer.
A.3. Stop word removal
Stop words are those extremely common words such as pro-nouns, articles and prepositions, whose do not help text mining in classification techniques because of its little importance in information retrieval process includes but not limited to: "a", "an", "the", "with", "you", "@", "$", "!" etc. Hence, they are required to be removed from the text entirely before classification step for enhancing the efficiency of the classifiers. A stop list may be obtained from the term frequency by calculating the number of times a term appears in the whole text document, which are then discarded during indexing process. While web search engines do not use stop lists at all, the IR system uses normally varies from no stop lists to 7 to 12 terms in a small stop list and then 200 to 300 terms in a large stop list.
In some cases, like phrase query: "President of India" with one stop word "of" seems to be more meaningful than "President" AND "India". Similarly, for "the train to Bhubaneswar", the meaning is lost once the stop word "to" is removed. Hence, in modern IR system, it is found that stop word inclusion do not have much adverse affect on the performance of the text mining results neither in terms of index size nor in terms of query processing time.
Still, we used rainbow stop word removal approach in this paper. Rainbow is a program which is based on Bow library [28] , used for text mining purpose. Rainbow is used to set the word vector weights as per our proposed classification method and smoothing of word probabilities is done as per laplacian method and scoring queries for retrieval followed by classification.
B. Sparse generative Naive Bayes model
There are a lot of good classifiers both base and ensemble ones, being applied in text mining including: Neural Network, Support vector Machine, Naive Bayes, Random Forest, Decision trees and logistic regression etc., where except naive Bayes, all are discriminative classifier. Naive Bayes is the only generative classifier among the above classifiers. The basic difference lies in probability inference structure where generative models are full, joint probabilistic models. Randomly generate observable data values given some hidden parameters and simulate (i.e. generate) values of any variable in the model. In contrary, discriminative ones models with conditional probabilities allows only sampling of target attributes conditional to the observed attributes.
The text document usually consists of tens or hundreds of words out of whole lot of possible hundreds of thousands words available, making the word vector extremely sparse. This degree of data sparsity along with dimensional increases as the data size gets bigger. Similarly, the accumulated count numbers corresponding to a label also seems to be sparse and finally, the useful representations of text are high dimensional sparse data.
Naive Bayes being a simple ones, robust in dealing with missing attributes and ability to make faster modeling attracts us to use a variant of this for the proposed research in this paper. Now, for the problem of text classification at hand, with large text documents containing sequential information in the form of a natural language with sparsity in data and high dimensional in nature, scalable Sparse generative naive Bayes model (SGNB) [29] is proposed.
SGNB uses sparse posterior inference [29] to the Naive Bayes by using sparsity in the parameters to address the time and space complexity in an efficient manner. This uses three techniques for efficient computation such as: Log-domain computation generally recommended for large scale statistical model building, precomputing allows us to use appropriate data structure for less computation while model building and finally, inverted index to obtain the parameters to be updates for information retrieval.
C. Discriminative Multinomial Naive Byes text (DMNBtext)
Discriminative Multinomial Naive Bayes (DMNB) is a variant of Naive Bayes where parameter learning method is applied [30] . The DMNB for its characteristics of combining generative and discriminative learning is found suitable for text classification task.
IV. DATASETS USED
This section outlines the details on the datasets used for the experiments.
A. C50 dataset
Reuters C50 [31] is a text dataset which is freely obtained from UCI Machine Learning Repository which contains 2500 documents collected from 50 authors of 50 documents each. All documents are in English with same subtopic for document classification in terms of topic rather than the authors' unique features.
B. The 20 Newsgroups
The 20 newsgroups dataset [32] contains 20000 newsgroup documents which are partitioned equally among 20 different newsgroups. It was originally collected by Ken Lang through his seminal paper. This dataset is extremely popular in text clustering and text classification task using machine learning techniques.
C. Twitter dataset for Arabic sentiment analysis
Twitter dataset [33] consists of 200 labeled tweets falling equally into positive and negative ones, considering topics like: arts and politics etc.. These tweets are written in Arabic and the Jordanian dialect. This data is oriented towards providing sentiments of the user from the inputted texts.
D. Large Movie review dataset (ACLIMDb v1)
ACLIMDb v1 dataset (IMDb) [34] presents movie reviews with their corresponding sentiment polarity labels. This dataset is often used as a benchmark for sentiment classification in text mining applications. There are 25000 positive and same number of negative reviews present with a condition of not more 30 reviews is allowed for the same movie.
E. Sentence corpus dataset
Sentence Annotation from abstract and introduction of 30 scientific articles are collected in the sentence corpus dataset [35] . These 30 articles are selected from the journals of different domains like: PLOS, ARXIV and Psychology journal of judgment and decision making (JDM), with equal number of article from each domain and are labeled by three independent annotators.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
All the experiments are conducted in Intel core-i5 machine with 1TB HDD, 2.6GHz CPU and 8GB RAM under Windows Environment using Java [36] . The architecture used to conduct experiments are shown in Fig. 1 . The architecture used to conduct experiments is shown in Fig. 1 under Windows Environment using Java [36] . The architecture used to conduct experiments is shown in Fig. 1 . Information retrieval process converts the document strings into vector as a pre-processing step. Here, the string attributes are converted to the vector attributes representing the word occurrence in the string, depending on the type of tokenizer used in the process. While, TFT transform used to set word frequencies into log (1+f ij ); IDFT transform set the word frequencies in a document into f ij *log (total number of documents/ number of documents with word i), where f ij denotes the frequency count of i in document j. Then, iterated lovins stemmer is used on the words, followed by removal of stop words using rainbow list. Finally, the word tokenizer is used to complete the information retrieval process.
In the next step, text classification is used with sparse generative naive Bayes classifier in a 5-fold cross validation method to obtain the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
A summary of the datasets used is provided in Table 1 . 
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, performance measures are obtained with Precision, Recall, F1-measure, model building time and classification accuracy. The main reasons of using precision-recall apart from accuracy is that one may get best accuracy for the highly skewed class distribution by always guessing the majority class.
In information retrieval system, precision, also called as positive predictive values, can be defined as the number of retrieved instances that are relevant to the query whereas recall or otherwise known as sensitivity, means the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved.
In this scenario, there is a compromise between which one to choose. As is evident, if one envisages of entire document collection is relevant, then recall is 100% while the precision is 0%. On the other way, when one thinks of a single document is most relevant to a user query, and then the reverse is true for recall and precision value. Hence, a balance between these two is always suggested for a better model. Further, to compensate these dilemmas, F1 measure which is the harmonic mean of precision-recall may be better choice in information retrieval system. Further, win-tie-loss (w-t-l) is used to check its suitability in text mining applications, in comparison to other available methods. text classifier in terms of % accuracy in Table 3 . Then, comparison with others work is presented in Table 4 .
Finally, win-tie-loss criteria are adopted to understand the effectiveness of our proposed model, which is outlined in Table 5 and Table 6 . From the Table 5 and Table 6 , it is quite evident that our proposed approach performs well in comparison to available base line methods with most number of wins in 20 newsgroup dataset, IMDb dataset (ACLIMDB v1), Twitter data and sentence polarity data except Reuters C50 with one win and one loss. In Reuters C50 dataset, SVM+Unigram method [43] is the best option with 2 wins and no loss. The proposed SGNB approach is faster, with good precision, Recall and F-score, as can be seen from Table 2 justifies its efficiency and effectiveness in variety of text classification tasks.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE
The effectiveness of Information retrieval (IR) does not centered only at finding useful information but also largely depends on the methodology of word count through tokenization, stemming and stop word removal process as a pre-processing step before being used for text classification. Hence, these three criteria play a crucial role developing an effective and efficient IR model. The better token resulted after pre-processing is definitely less in number than the original ones, which in turn requires low memory space and finally takes less time in building the model. The proposed approach with SGNB classifier in combination of iterated Lovins stemmer, rainbow stop word removal and word tokenizer performs well in taking less time ranging from 0.27 seconds to 3.75 seconds for building the model with acceptable accuracy, precision, recall and f-score with most number of wins in comparison to all but one datasets. In future, investigation shall be carried out with some novel feature selection algorithms combining with deep learning with diverse big text dataset to understand the effectiveness of the text mining process.
